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(54) HAND-HELD SHOWER SYSTEM WITH (52) US. Cl. ............................................................ .. 137/100 
INLINE ADJUSTABLE 
TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE BALANCED 
MIXING VALVE (57) ABSTRACT 

(76) Inventor: Cary Gloodt, Indianapolis, IN (US) 
A bathtub plumbing system including a hand-held shower 
controlled by a compact pressure balanced, volume and 
temperature controlled mixing valve. The pressure-balanc 
ing valve is installed in a bathtub plumbing set having a 
hand-held shoWer accessory. The pressure balancing valve 

Correspondence Address: 
C. John Brannon 
Woodard, Emhardt, Naughton, Moriarty and 
McNett 
Bank One Center/Tower 
111 Monument Circle, Suite 3700 receives hot and cold Water from hand-held shoWer Water 
Indianapolis, IN 462045137 (Us) feed pipes coupled to the main hot and cold Water inlet pipes, 

respectively, located upstream of the respective hot and cold 
(21) Appl. No.: 09/960,440 Water control valves used to supply Water to the main faucet. 

The hand-held shoWer hot and cold feed pipes are each 
(22) Filed? SeP- 21, 2001 hydraulically connected to a ?rst respective hot and cold 

Water inlet of a compact pressure-balancing valve. The 
hand-held shoWer is hydraulically connected to the outlet of 
the pressure-balancing valve by a ?exible hose. Hot and cold 
Water entering the pressure-balancing valve is mixed therein 
independently of the hot and cold Water supplied to the 

publication Classi?cation faucet. A single control valve may therefore be manipulated 
to supply pressure and temperature balanced Water to the 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ................................................... .. G05D 11/00 hand-held shoWer. 

Related US. Application Data 

(63) Non-provisional of provisional application No. 
60/240,609, ?led on Oct. 16, 2000. 
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HAND-HELD SHOWER SYSTEM WITH INLINE 
ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE 

BALANCED MIXING VALVE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to US. Provisional 
Application Ser. No. 60/240,609 ?led Oct. 16, 2000. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to bathtub 
plumbing systems and, more particularly, to a bathtub 
plumbing system including a hand-held shoWer feature 
controlled by a pressure balanced, volume and temperature 
controlled mixing valve. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Hand-held shoWers are common accessories 
included in bathtub plumbing packages. Typically, a hand 
held shoWer 10 is plumbed by combining the hot Water inlet 
and the cold Water inlet lines 12, 14 from the separate hot 
and cold control valves 16, 18 at a diverter valve 20. (See 
FIG. 1) A?exible hose 22 ?uidically connects the hand-held 
shoWer 10 to the diverter valve 20. The diverter valve 20 
combines hot and cold Water arriving through the respective 
hot and cold inlet lines 12, 14, but does not act to balance the 
temperature or pressure of the Water. Temperature and 
pressure adjustments are made by opening the hot and cold 
control valves 16, 18 in conjunction. 

[0004] The above system has the disadvantage of requir 
ing simultaneous control of both the hot and the cold control 
valves 16, 18 to achieve a desired pressure and temperature 
combination. While it is not dif?cult to achieve either a 
desired Water temperature or a desired Water pressure in this 
Way, achieving both at once is trickier. In addition to the 
inherent dif?culties of achieving a Water ?oW having both 
the desired temperature and pressure, the situation is further 
complicated because the system ideally requires one hand to 
adjust the hot Water valve 16, a second hand to adjust the 
cold Water valve 18, and a third hand to manipulate the 
hand-held shoWer 10. While the hot and cold Water valves 
16, 18 may be adjusted prior to opening the diverter valve 
20, the effective Water pressure exiting the hand-held shoWer 
10 is usually different from that exiting the tub faucet 24, 
since the faucet 24 and the hand-held shoWer 10 typically 
have different dimensions. Therefore, ?ne-tuning adjust 
ments are required to arrive at the desired Water tempera 
ture-pressure combination. Alternatively, the hot and cold 
Water valves 16, 18 may be adjusted While the diverter valve 
20 is open and Water is ?oWing from the hand-held shoWer 
10, but this necessitates simultaneous control of both valves 
16, 18 and the hand-held shoWer 10, posing a dif?culty for 
a single individual having only tWo hands. 

[0005] While pressure balancing valves are Well knoWn in 
the art, they have typically been too large, bulky and 
expensive to be readily accommodated into a hand-held 
shoWer system. 

[0006] There is therefore a need for a Way of easily 
controlling the Water temperature and pressure of a hand 
held shoWer system. The present invention is directed 
toWards meeting this need. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The present invention relates to a bathtub plumbing 
system including a hand-held shoWer feature controlled by 
a pressure balanced, volume and temperature controlled 
mixing valve. In a preferred embodiment, a compact pres 
sure-balancing valve is installed in a bathtub plumbing set 
(such as a Roman tub set) having a hand-held shoWer 
accessory. The pressure balancing valve receives hot and 
cold Water from hand-held shoWer Water feed pipes tapped 
into the main hot and cold Water inlet pipes, respectively, 
upstream of the respective hot and cold Water control valves 
used to supply Water to the main faucet. The hand-held 
shoWer hot and cold feed pipes are each ?uidically con 
nected to a ?rst respective hot and cold Water inlet of a 
compact pressure-balancing valve. The hand-held shoWer is 
?uidically connected to the outlet of the pressure-balancing 
valve by a ?exible hose. Hot and cold Water entering the 
pressure-balancing valve is mixed therein independently of 
the hot and cold Water supplied to the faucet. Asingle control 
valve may therefore be manipulated to supply pressure and 
temperature balanced Water to the hand-held shoWer. 

[0008] One object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved hand-held shoWer system. Related objects and 
advantages of the present invention Will be apparent from 
the folloWing description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a prior art hand-held 
shoWer system including a diverter valve. 

[0010] FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of the hand-held shoWer 
system of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0011] For the purposes of promoting an understanding of 
the principles of the invention, reference Will noW be made 
to the embodiment illustrated in the draWings and speci?c 
language Will be used to describe the same. It Will never 
theless be understood that no limitation of the scope of the 
invention is thereby intended, such alterations and further 
modi?cations in the illustrated device, and such further 
applications of the principles of the invention as illustrated 
therein being contemplated as Would normally occur to one 
skilled in the art to Which the invention relates. 

[0012] FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a ?rst embodiment 
of the present invention, a bathtub plumbing system 100 
including a hand-held shoWer 102 controlled by a pressure 
balanced valve 104, such as, for example and not by 
limitation, a Grohe temp valve, model number 34-910-000. 
The system 100 also includes a main hot Water pipe 110 and 
a main cold Water pipe 112 for supplying hot and cold Water, 
respectively. The main hot Water pipe 110 is connected to a 
hot Water control valve 114 and the main cold Water pipe is 
connected to a cold Water control valve 116. The hot and 
cold Water control valves 114, 116 are respectively operated 
by a hot and cold Water control valve handles 118, 120. The 
hot and cold Water control valves 114, 116 are ?uidically 
connected to a faucet 122. 

[0013] A hand-held shoWer hot Water feed pipe 126 is 
?uidically connected to the main hot Water pipe 110 
upstream of the hot Water control valve 114. A hand-held 
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shower cold Water feed pipe 128 is likewise ?uidically 
connected to the main cold Water pipe 112 upstream of the 
cold Water control valve 116. The hand-held shoWer hot and 
cold Water feed pipes 126, 128 are ?uidically connected to 
a compact pressure balanced valve 104 spaced from the hot 
and cold Water valves 114, 116. The compact pressure 
balanced valve 104 also includes a mixed Water control 
valve handle 130 extending therefrom. Preferably, the valves 
114, 116, 104 are located beneath the tub surface 132 While 
the handles 118, 120, 130 extend through the tub surface 
132. More preferably, the dimensions of the ?xtures located 
beloW the surface are such that the handles 118, 120, 130 
may be arranged in an ergonomic and decorative design. 

[0014] The pressure-balanced valve 104 also includes an 
outlet 134 to Which the hand-held shoWer 102 be ?uidically 
connected. Preferably, a length of ?exible hose 136 ?uidi 
cally connects the pressure-balanced valve 104 to the hand 
held shoWer 102. 

[0015] In operation, the pressure balanced valve 104 
serves to mix the hot and cold Water ?oWing thereinto 
independently of the Water supplying the faucet 122. The 
pressure-balanced valve 104 alloWs single-handle control of 
the temperature and pressure of the Water supplied the to 
hand-held shoWer 102. The use of a compact pressure 
balanced valve 104 in the system 100 eliminates the neces 
sity for a diverter valve, thereby reducing the number and 
complexity of the required plumbing ?ttings as Well as 
reducing the cost of the system 100. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A plumbing system, comprising: 

a primary hot Water supply pipe; 

a primary cold Water supply pipe; 

a hot Water control valve ?uidically connected to the 
primary hot Water supply pipe; 

a cold Water control valve ?uidically connected to the 
primary cold Water supply pipe; 

a faucet ?udically connected to the hot Water control 
valve and ?uidically connected to the cold Water con 
trol valve; 

a secondary hot Water pipe ?uidically connected to the 
primary hot Water pipe; 

a secondary cold Water pipe ?uidically connected to the 
primary cold Water pipe; 

a hand held shoWer; 

a pressure balanced valve ?uidically connected to the 
secondary hot Water pipe and ?uidically connected to 
the secondary cold Water pipe; and 

a ?exible hose ?uidically connecting the hand held 
shoWer to the pressure balanced valve. 

2. The plumbing system of claim 1 Wherein the pressure 
balanced valve further comprises an inner chamber adapted 
to intermix hot and cold Water, Wherein the pressure bal 
anced valve is adapted to supply Water to the hand held 
shoWer, and Wherein the pressure balanced valve is adapted 
to balance the pressure of the Water supplied to the hand held 
shoWer. 

3. The plumbing system of claim 1 Wherein the pressure 
balanced valve is adapted to supply Water to the hand held 
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shoWer and Wherein the pressure balanced valve is adapted 
to balance the temperature of the Water supplied to the hand 
held shoWer. 

4. The plumbing system of claim 1 Wherein the pressure 
balanced valve further comprises an inner chamber adapted 
to intermix hot and cold Water, Wherein the pressure bal 
anced valve is adapted to supply Water to the hand held 
shoWer, Wherein the pressure balanced valve is adapted to 
balance the temperature of the Water supplied to the hand 
held shoWer, and Wherein the pressure balanced valve is 
adapted to balance the pressure of the Water supplied to the 
hand held shoWer. 

5. Ahand held shoWer system controlled by a single valve, 
comprising: 

a hot Water supply; 

a cold Water supply; 

a pressure balanced valve in hydraulic communication 
With the respective hot and cold Water sources; 

a hand held shoWer head; and 

a ?exible hose hydraulically connecting the hand held 
shoWer head to the pressure balanced valve. 

6. The hand held shoWer system of claim 5 Wherein the 
pressure balanced valve is adapted to supply Water pressure 
to the hand held shoWer head and Wherein the Water pressure 
is directly balanced by the pressure balance valve. 

7. The hand held shoWer system of claim 5 Wherein the 
pressure balanced valve is adapted to supply Water to the 
hand held shoWer head, Wherein the Water has a Water 
pressure and a Water temperature, and Wherein the Water 
pressure and Water temperature are controlled by the pres 
sure balanced valve. 

8. A method for controlling the Water temperature and 
pressure output from a hand held shoWer head, comprising 
the steps of: 

a) providing a pressure balanced valve having an output 
and a plurality of inputs; 

b) providing a hand held shoWer head; 

c) providing a hot Water source and a cold Water source; 

d) hydraulically connecting the pressure balanced valve 
output to the hand held shoWer head; 

e) hydraulic connecting the hot Water source to and the 
cold Water source to a respective pressure balanced 
valve input; and 

f) controlledly opening the pressure balanced valve to 
achieve a desired pressure and temperature of Water 
from the hand held shoWer head. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein the pressure balanced 
valve further comprises an inner chamber adapted to inter 
mix hot and cold Water. 

10. The method of claim 8 Wherein the pressure balanced 
valve is adapted to internally balance the Water pressure. 

11. The method of claim 8 Wherein the pressure balanced 
valve is adapted to supply Water to the hand held shoWer 
head, Wherein the Water has a Water pressure and a Water 
temperature, and Wherein the Water pressure and Water 
temperature are controlled by the pressure balanced valve. 

* * * * * 


